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Special Issue on Validated Numerical Methods and
Computer Algebra
Foreword of the Guest Editors
This special issue of the Journal of Symbolic Computation is dedicated to recent ad-
vances in correct methods that combine symbolic computations with validated numerical
methods.
The call for papers was answered by 25 submissions of which seven were accepted for
publication. The topics range from elementary numbers, algebraic numbers, and alge-
braic number theory to polynomial systems, singularities, and applications in physics.
Doing mathematics by computer means to flnd algorithms with particularly rigorous
speciflcations. Rather than to flnd a solution of a \near-by" problem or to produce a
meaningful solution for only some of the possible inputs, the goal is to develop methods
that never fail. A typical example is the speciflcation of polynomial root isolation. For
any given univariate polynomial with rational coe–cients one wants to flnd disjoint in-
tervals that each contain exactly one root and together contain all the roots|no matter
what the multiplicities are. These high demands have led to rigorous decision procedures
for important classes of problems.
Computer algebra methods rely in many cases on exact arithmetic to guarantee cor-
rectness of the flnal result. Since exact arithmetic may lead to intermediate expression
swell, much efiort has been spent on designing algorithms that keep intermediate results
short.
Numerical methods have shown that many practical problems can be solved by com-
puting with just a few bits. On the other hand, new errors are introduced at every step
of the computation, at a million times per second, and the flnal result does not meet our
requirements. Even error estimates do not help in the described sense when they rely on
unknown quantities or are themselves computed erroneously.
A straightforward approach would be to go ahead and replace all operations in a nu-
merical method by corresponding operations with error bounds (interval operations). By
isotonicity, the flnal result will be an interval that contains the true solution|unless
there are intermediate divisions by zero or other exceptions. It is well known, however,
that such an approach will, in general, not be practical since the diameters of the inter-
mediate interval results tend to grow very rapidly due to data dependencies.
One could think of performing a numerical method several times over, using a difierent
precision each time. But this is a known fallacy; even if all the results agree to a certain
precision, they can be entirely wrong. The approach does not even prove the existence
of a solution.
One could start out with exact formula manipulation to derive formulae, plug in
°oating-point numbers, and evaluate them using °oating-point arithmetic. However,
these formulae may be numerically unstable.
As opposed to this, modern veriflcation methods use directed rounding in a smarter
way. There are validated numerical methods that solve many instances of standard
problems in numerical analysis. These methods also prove existence and uniqueness of
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the solutions that lie within the computed bounds.
In general, these algorithms use pure °oating-point arithmetic and are fast. However,
the precision that is used imposes a limit on the \di–culty" of the problems that can be
solved. For example, if the condition number of a matrix exceeds 10n, then the matrix
cannot be inverted using a precision of only n decimal digits. In those cases one might
want to increase the precision and ultimately fall back to a (slow) exact method. Such
hybrid methods seem to promise low average computing times, and, by construction,
they will never fail.
One might also use exact methods to reduce a problem to well-conditioned instances
and then apply a numerical method. In the case of polynomial root isolation, a squarefree
factorization can be used to reduce to the case where all the roots are simple. Root iso-
lation itself can be viewed as a reduction since it eliminates the problem of root clusters.
Another interesting feature of flnite-precision algorithms is the possibility of using im-
precise input data. In this case, input parameters are not given as scalars but as intervals,
and the result will be correct for the set of all scalar problems that are contained in the
input intervals. If the diameters of the input intervals are not too large with respect to
the \di–culty" of the problem, this approach may work very well.
The papers of this special issue propose hybrid symbolic-numerical methods with
guaranteed results to make purely exact methods faster and to make purely numerical
methods more powerful. Also included are results which can be useful in the design of
such hybrid algorithms.
We think that hybrid methods are an interesting approach to correct methods, and we
hope that this special issue will stimulate new ideas in this direction.
We would like to thank the referees for their thorough work, and we apologize to the
authors for the amount of time it took to bring their papers to print.
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